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MEDIA
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NATIONAL TALENT DEVELOPMENT STRUCTURE
This circular letter should be read in conjunction with Circular 16/2016 of 25 February 2016 and the power point
presentation at the recent workshop.
The foundation for the new talent development programme is the appointment of DISTRICT TALENT
DEVELOPERS to manage and control the progress of talented players over a period of time.
A number of our Protea and district players with the necessary attributes have already indicated their willingness
to assist with the implementation of this project and the attached schedule is forwarded for your approval and
final commitment to this scheme.
The Talent Developers will work closely with the district selectors and district coaches committees. Close liaison
between the national and district selectors will ensure that players with the potential for higher honours will be
involved on a regular basis. Members of the local coaches committees will be required to assist with the practical
application of the exercises. Talent Developers are expected to submit a one-off set of results of the various
exercises every two months to the zone coordinators for transmission to the national selectors and head coach.
It will be noted that some vacancies for skills developers still exist at certain districts. The ideal situation is that
both genders should be involved and districts concerned are kindly requested to assist in identifying suitable
players.
Once all districts are committed to this project, arrangements will be made by the Head Coach to visit each zone
for introducing the high performance programme and at the same time to involve the convenors of district
selection committees on the way forward.
This project will replace the zone camps and will ensure that the progress of talented players are monitored and
developed on a regular basis. For the programme to succeed and deliver the full benefits, it is essential that all
districts embrace the programme. The high performance programme is designed to improve motor, physical and
psychological skills which will benefit all players to become a more accomplished player.
Districts are requested to indicate their acceptance of the talent developers thus far identified
commitment to the project by 01 November 2016.
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Your Co-operation in the successful and ongoing commitment to this new programme is appreciated.
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